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Knighted definition, a mounted soldier serving under a feudal superior in the Middle Ages. See
more. The following is a partial list of people who have declined a British honour , such as a
knighthood or other grade of honour. In recent times most refusals have been. In ancient Rome
there was a knightly class Ordo Equestris (order of mounted nobles) from which European
knighthood may have been derived. Some portions of the.
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Feb 3, 2012. A few rock stars have been knighted, including Sir Paul McCartney, Sir Elton John
and Sir Mick Jagger . Discover unexpected relationships between famous figures when you
explore our group of famous people who were . Mar 10, 2017. A gallery of musicians who have

been honored by Queen Elizabeth as a Knight of the British Empire.
It did not take long for people to identify with Billy Graham's charismatic and heartfelt gospel
sermons. In 1949, a group called "Christ for Greater Los Angeles. In ancient Rome there was a
knightly class Ordo Equestris (order of mounted nobles) from which European knighthood may
have been derived. Some portions of the.
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24-9-2005 · A man is knighted. What is the equivalent term when a woman is made a dame?
According to Anglo-Saxon lore, a woman is made a dame not when she is knighted. Knighted
definition, a mounted soldier serving under a feudal superior in the Middle Ages. See more.
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The following is a partial list of people who have declined a British honour , such as a knighthood
or other grade of honour. In recent times most refusals have been.
May 3, 2016. 15 Extraordinary Actors That Have Been Knighted. Unfortunately, if you ever
wanted to become a Knight, the Queen will only bestow knighthood on people from the United
Kingdoms.
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Mar 10, 2017. A gallery of musicians who have been honored by Queen Elizabeth as a Knight of
the British Empire. Apr 3, 2015. The Queen utilizes her knighthood (and damehood!) to recognize
all. There have been 44 American presidents, but only three have received one of Great Britain's
highest honors.
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Synopsis. Paul McCartney was born June 18, 1942, in Liverpool, England. His work as a
singer/songwriter with the Beatles in the 1960s helped transform popular music. It did not take
long for people to identify with Billy Graham's charismatic and heartfelt gospel sermons. In 1949,
a group called "Christ for Greater Los Angeles.
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Apr 3, 2015. The Queen utilizes her knighthood (and damehood!) to recognize all. There have
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